Plug and Grow Tent: 120x240x200 cm

Thank you for choosing our Plug and Grow Tent. This is a high quality and safe
product which is designed especially for horticulture industry. It will offer you
ultimate control over your plants environment and results in strong and healthy
plants with increased yield.

Scope of delivery
After opening the box, lay down all components out on the floor to identify
them. Every frame tube is marked with a sticker A, B, C or D.

Components
Tube-A
Tube-B
Tube-C
Tube-D
Corner Clamps
3-way bracket
4-way bracket
Roof Bar-deep
Roof Bar-shallow
Tent Shell
Waterproof tray
Hanging Straps
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Quantity

8
6
6
5
8
2
2

2
2
1
1
6

Assembling your Plug and Grow Tent
Make up the floor frame
Required parts: 4x Tube-A, 2x Tube-D, 4x Corner Clamps, 2x 3-way Bracket

First make up the square frame that is used for the
bottom of the Grow Tent.

The black plastic cap on the corner brackets must face
down. The tubes and corner clamps have a click system.
Ensure that the tubes are fully located in the brackets, so
that the buttons pop into place. The buttons should point
inwards of the Grow Tent to avoid accidentally opening of
the connection or damaging of the tent shell.

Insert the lower half of the uprights Required parts: 6x Tube-B
Insert the upright tube-B into the brackets. Tube-B has a
smaller „male-end” which must be pointing upwards.
Ensure that the tubes are fully located in the brackets so
the buttons pop into place. The buttons should point
inwards again.

Insert the lower frame into the Tent Shell Required parts: 1x Tent Shell
Open the tent shell to its full size. Undo the long zip of the
front door all the way, but leave the small side doors
closed. Ensure that the tent shell is the right way up. The
mesh-covered ventilation holes should be at the bottom.
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Carefully lift the lower frame into the bottom of the Grow
Tent. Starting with one corner, fully locate the frame in
the tent shell and go on with the next corners. Pull the
tent shell with great care tight around each corner.
Complete all four corners for a snug fit.

Construct the upper frame
Required parts: 4x Tube-A, 3x Tube-D, 4x Corner Clamps, 2x 4-way Bracket, 6x Tube-C

Make up a square frame in the same way you did for the
bottom of the Grow Tent. Additional this Grow Tent has a
cross-member in the upper frame. Fully locate the poles
into the brackets, remembering to point the buttons
inwards as before. Insert the upright tube-C into the
brackets and complete the top half of the frame. Position
the upper half of the frame over the lower half. Check
that all tubes are fully located.
Use each time one tube-A, tube-D and corner clamp to
make an “L-shape”. Then add one upright tube-C into the
corner clamp. Fully locate the poles in the brackets and
remember to point the buttons inwards as before.
Repeat building this corner. Fit each upper corner onto
the lower frame by locating the tube-C onto a corner
tube-B and position roughly to make the shape of the
ceiling square.
Fit the two remaining tube-C directly onto the centre
tube-B. Complete the frame by using 2x 4-way bracket.
Fit the complete ceiling cross-member between the two
4-way brackets with the tube-D. Check that all tubes are
fully located.
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Stretch over the Tent Shell
Start carefully with one corner of the tent shell and pull it
over the top of the frame. Go on with the next corners in
the same way.

Make sure that the tent shell has a snug fit at the bottom
and the top. Then wrap the tent shell around the frame.
Close both zips slowly and aim to complete their closure
at about half way up the doorway.
Install the roof bars Required parts: 2x Roof Bar-deep, 2x Roof Bar-Shallow
Each Grow Tent is supplied with both deep and shallow
roof bars. Various configurations are possible as your
requirements. For example the deep roof bars can
support items such as ventilation systems and the
shallow roof bars are suitable for hanging lights. You can
attach the equipment either directly to the roof bars or by using the provided
hanging straps.
Fit the waterproof tray Required part: 1x Waterproof tray
Each Plug and Grow Tent contains a waterproof tray. It
should be located inside of the bottom of the Grow Tent.
The tray has a Velcro tape at each corner for attachment
to the uprights. Attach them securely and smooth into
place.
Congratulation!
Your Plug and Grow Tent is ready to use now.
Lighting and ventilation systems can be installed
additional as your requirements.
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